
Michael Ireland has graduate degrees in religious studies and metaphysics, and is 
a trained mind-body-spirit practitioner. Are you seeking a great editor who 
understands the genres of self-help, holistic wellness, and self-empowerment? 
Are you working on an inspirational, transformational, or New Thought book or a 
book with a supernatural theme? Michael is the perfect editor for you! 
michaelireland@shaw.ca    604-306-2244  (Pacific time)
https://www.transitionsunlimited.ca/writing-editing

Mind Body Spirit - Books make a difference!

WHAT PUBLISHED AUTHORS HAVE SAID ABOUT
MICHAEL IRELAND’S SPIRITUAL AND METAPHYSICAL
EDITING, GHOSTWRITING, AND COACHING SERVICES

WHAT PUBLISHERS 

HAVE SAID:

•Michael’s experience and expertise as an 

editor is exceptional. I have worked with 

her on numerous books, and she has 

always delivered impeccable work. She is 

thoughtful, insightful, honors deadlines, 

and communicates thoroughly.

•Michael impressed us once again with 

her work, kindness, and professionalism. 

•Michael is a MUST-HIRE!  

•Our author said that working with 

Michael was the best experience she has 

ever had with an editor. We are so lucky 

to work closely with Michael and to have 

her as part of our team. 

•Amazing work!

(Publishers’ names and contact info on request) 

ph: 604-306-2244

michaelireland@shaw.ca 

•Michael Ireland is a true professional and really knows her craft. I couldn't 

have asked for a better person to work with on my manuscript. The praise 

we've received has been amazing! (Dale Halaway: Being Called to Change - 

Let Go of All That No Longer Serves You and Grow Into Your Full Potential)

•Michael did it again! Brilliant editing to help me publish my book. Michael 

does impeccable work. Her attention to detail and command of the art and 

science of editing gave me absolute confidence. Her reliability is 100%.  I 

highly recommend Michael! (Stephen Graziani: Hack Mastery - Get energized. 

Be extraordinary. Find bliss.)

•Michael’s keen eye for detail is matched only by her persistence, warm 

humor, and wide knowledge of literature, the arts, and all things human. 

Michael Ireland is a rare gem of an editor. She did a splendid job. (Kathleen 

Wade: Perfection) 

•Michael Ireland is a gifted editor. She is organized, professional, accessible, 

and efficient. If you get the opportunity to work with Michael on a project, 

jump on it! I have learned so much from her!  (Chantelle Renee: Aligning 

with the Divine - Finding Your Power, Passion and Purpose through 

Self-Awareness and Self-Love)

•Michael is a gem. She has been instrumental in turning my book into 

something I couldn't be more proud of. She was such a pleasure to work 

with! (Roy Rosell: Scared Speechless - My Crazy Journey to Mastering Fear)
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